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Abstract— Connected, autonomous, semi-autonomous, and
human-driven vehicles must accurately detect, and adhere, to
traffic light signals to ensure safe and efficient traffic flow.
Misinterpretation of traffic lights can result in potential safety
issues. Recent work demonstrated attacks that projected struc-
tured light patterns onto vehicle cameras, causing traffic signal
misinterpretation. In this work, we introduce a new physical
attack method against traffic light recognition systems that
exploits a vulnerability in the physical structure of traffic lights.
We observe that when laser light is projected onto traffic lights, it
is scattered by reflectors (mirrors) located inside the traffic lights.
To a vehicle’s camera, the attacker-injected laser light appears
to be a genuine light source, resulting in misclassifications by
traffic light recognition models. We show that our methodology
can induce misclassifications using both visible and invisible light
when the traffic light is operational (on) and not operational
(off). We present classification results for three state-of-the-art
traffic light recognition models and show that this attack can
cause misclassification of both red and green traffic light status.
Tested on incandescent traffic lights, our attack can be deployed
up to 25 meters from the target traffic light. It reaches an attack
success rate of 100% in misclassifying green status, and 86% in
misclassifying red status, in a controlled, dynamic scenario.

I. INTRODUCTION

Connected autonomous and semi-autonomous vehicles
(CAVs) depend on correctly interpreting traffic lights to safely
navigate and avoid crashes. Incorrect interpretation of traffic
lights can result in critical safety hazards for a victim vehicle,
such as sudden brake activation or entry of intersections with
active cross traffic. Prior research has focused on traffic light
controller security and Traffic Light Recognition (TLR) system
manipulation. Attacks on traffic signal controllers typically
include network intrusions [1], [2], or traffic congestion-based
attacks [3], [4]. These attacks require attackers to compromise
traffic light networks or in-vehicle systems.

Recent research explored external attack vectors against
TLR systems, such as physical attacks through remote pro-
jection of structured light patterns. For instance, the Rolling
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Fig. 1: Overview of our laser injection attack against Traffic
Light Recognition Systems (TLRs). The injected laser appears
to be a genuine traffic light in CAV camera output, causing
misclassification – e.g., a red light misclassified as green.

Colors [5] attack leverages the rolling shutter effect in CAV
cameras to alter traffic light classification results. However,
this attack requires continuous tracking, aiming, and accu-
rate synchronization with the victim CAV camera’s rolling
shutter timing. Other research work focuses on improving
attack stealthiness. I-Can-See-the-Light (I-C-S-T-L) [6], for
example, leverages the susceptibility of certain CAV cameras
to infrared (IR) light, which is invisible to humans. In this
stealthy attack, errors are induced in the vehicle trajectory. The
work also includes building physical structures to create fake
traffic lights. However, like Rolling Colors, I-C-S-T-L requires
continuously aiming a red LED light at the CAV’s camera, and
it only targets traffic light detection (rather than classification).
Additionally, it is only effective at short distances, even with a
high-power light source (up to 10 meters with 30 W IR LED).

In this work, we explore a new physical attack against TLR
systems that projects light onto the inner physical structure of
real-world traffic lights rather than aiming it at the CAV camera
sensors. This method avoids the need for synchronization
with moving CAVs and does not require the use of advanced
skills to hack into vehicle networks and systems, making
it more practical than prior work. This attack leverages the
unique physical structure of incandescent-based real-world
traffic lights. Although new LED-based traffic lights are more
power efficient than using incandescent bulbs, updating lights
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to an array of LED modules remains challenging, requiring
several years to complete [7]. Thus, incandescent-based traffic
lights are still in widespread use around the world.

Reflectors, such as mirrors, are typically placed within
incandescent-based traffic light housings to capture and redi-
rect the light emitted by their internal bulbs. This improves
light brightness and visibility, even at a distance [8]. When
external laser light is injected, these reflectors scatter the laser
light. This light appears to come from the actual traffic light,
resulting in potential misclassification by TLR systems (see
Fig. 1). More specifically, we demonstrate how this misclassifi-
cation can be generated by laser light at different wavelengths.
For example, a green or red light misclassification can be
created by injecting laser light with 532 nm (green) or 650 nm
(red) wavelengths, respectively. Similarly, we show that an IR
laser light with a 780 nm wavelength, invisible to human eyes,
can also be used to cause targeted misclassifications in the
TLR model1. We design a light injection attack that exploits
this structural vulnerability, as instantiated in the reflectors
in a real-world incandescent-based traffic light. We evaluate
the attack using three industry-grade and state-of-the-art TLR
models (Autoware [10], Apollo [11] and LISA [12]). We
consider the attack successful when the injection causes the
TLR model to misclassify the traffic light (e.g., detect a green
status instead of red).

This paper begins with a summary of popular TLR models,
traffic light structures, and related work in §II. In §III, we
describe our threat model and attack design. We investigate
the attack’s feasibility with three different laser modules in the
visible and invisible spectrum under two test-case scenarios:
(i) when the traffic light is off (not operational) and (ii) when
the traffic light is on (operational). We start with feasibility
tests in a controlled laboratory setting and find that when the
traffic light is off, the traffic light status can be misinterpreted
by the victim CAV as red or green status, using both IR and
visible laser light injections. When the traffic light is on, our
experiments show that both visible and IR light injections can
cause misclassification of green and red traffic light status.

In §IV, we characterize the attack parameters and observe
that a laser power ≤5 mW, similar to that of off-the-shelf laser
pointers, is sufficient to cause misclassification of a green or
red traffic light status with a visible laser light injection while
a power ≤100 mW is sufficient for an IR laser light injection.
We also find that we can achieve stable misclassification when
the laser module is placed up to 25 m from the traffic light.
Finally, we evaluate the attack in a proof-of-concept dynamic
scenario with the victim camera moving at 2.6 km/h, achieving
a 100% attack success rate in misclassifying green status as
red and an 86% Attack Success Rate (ASR) in misclassifying
red status as green. In summary, our work aims to raise
awareness of this new class of vulnerability in traffic lights
and TLR models while providing suggestions for potential
countermeasures.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Vision-Based Traffic Light Recognition. TLR models iden-
tify and interpret traffic lights, facilitating safe navigation in

1Note: IR light appears magenta in images captured by CAV cameras
without IR filters, as shown in previous work [6], [9] and Fig. 1
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Fig. 2: Structure of the three-light incandescent light-based
traffic light. Colored lenses are placed in front of incandescent
bulbs to filter and display red, green, and yellow colors.

dynamic traffic environments. For this reason, they are widely
adopted in popular CAV systems and frameworks such as
Tesla [13], OpenPilot [14], Apollo [11], and Autoware [10].
The traffic light detection pipelines in CAVs typically apply
object detection algorithms to camera images to identify po-
tential regions of interest (ROIs) in the image that contain
traffic lights [15], [16], [17]. TLR models then use the detected
traffic light object to classify the traffic light’s status. Our work
demonstrates a new attack vectoragainst these TLR systems
using light injection.

Traffic Light Colors and Light Sources. Traffic lights come
in various types, each serving specific purposes and traffic
scenarios. Typical light sources are incandescent bulbs or LED
modules that contain an array of LEDs or LED lamps [18].
Although LED-based traffic lights have seen increased usage
due to their energy efficiency and longevity, their adoption
rate remains low due to the need for infrastructure upgrades,
maintenance requirements, associated regulatory approvals,
and budget considerations [7], [19]. Thus incandescent-based
traffic lights remain widespread in today’s transportation in-
frastructures around the world. An incandescent-based traffic
light typically consists of a housing that encloses and protects
internal components from weather conditions and other exter-
nal factors. Incandescent bulbs used inside these traffic lights
emit a warm color that is recognized as yellow by human
eyes [8]. The required light color (red, yellow, or green) is
then achieved by placing colored lenses in front of the bulbs, as
shown in Fig. 2. These colored lenses filter the light to display
the correct color to drivers. For instance, a blue lens placed in
front of an incandescent yellow bulb results in a green color
being perceived by human eyes [20]. A reflective material is
placed inside the traffic light housing to maximize the visibility
of the light emitted by the bulb. When an external laser light
source is injected through a colored traffic light lens, the
reflector behind the bulb causes the laser light to scatter within
the housing. This illuminates the lens, appearing as a genuine
light source, as shown in Fig. 1. We leverage this vulnerability
in our attack and formulate the threat model discussed in §III.
This work considers a standard, incandescent-based, real-world
traffic light as shown in Fig. 2.

Prior Attacks using Light Injection. Prior work has shown
that light sources can be projected onto a victim camera
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sensor [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], or its surroundings [26], [27],
[28], in order to impact machine learning models such as object
detectors. For instance, Rolling Colors [5] leverages the rolling
shutter properties of some camera sensors to cause traffic
light status misclassification. However, this attack requires
continuous tracking of the victim vehicle, accurate aiming of
the light source, and synchronization with the camera. This
can be challenging, given the dynamic nature of vehicles [29].
In this work, we overcome this challenge by exploiting the
reflectors inside traffic lights. This makes the attack easier to
implement in real-world driving scenarios.

Other work leverages IR light, which is invisible to humans
but visible to CAV camera sensors that lack IR filters [6], [9].
For instance, Wang et al. [6] use IR light, invisible to the
human eye but perceived by CAV cameras, to create fake traffic
lights. The attack requires placing a physical structure that
resembles a traffic light near an intersection and then injecting
an IR LED light into it to cause the detection of a nonexistent
traffic light. These fake structures can be easily recognized by
pedestrians or officials while our attack exploits existing traffic
lights, presenting a more practical attack scenario. Finally, Sato
et al. [9] utilize IR laser light project to perform untargeted
attacks on traffic sign classification, leaving the vulnerabilities
of traffic light recognition models unexplored.

III. THREAT MODEL AND ATTACK FEASIBILITY

A. Threat Model and Attack Goal
Fig. 1 shows the attack overview. The attacker’s goal is

to cause targeted misclassification in the victim CAV’s TLR
model (e.g., confusing green status with red), causing the
CAV to behave dangerously, such as unexpectedly stopping
or accelerating at an intersection. The attacker achieves this
by injecting visible or invisible laser light into the housing
of the traffic light. As described in §II, the injected light is
scattered upon hitting the reflector in the housing, appearing
in the images captured by the CAV camera as a genuine light
source.

Attacker’s Knowledge and Assumptions. We assume that the
attacker can obtain victim CAV camera specifications, such as
the presence of an IR filter, by using public information, such
as manuals and teardown reports [30], [31]. As considered
in the previous work [5], we also assume a black-box oracle
access to the TLR model used by the victim CAV. The
attacker can use this information to estimate the laser light
characteristics required to perform targeted misclassification
attack. This information can be found in open source software
used by some CAV system developers [11], [10]. We assume
that the attacker targets an incandescent traffic light. The attack
is remote and requires no access to firmware, or to the images
captured by the victim CAV’s camera. We also assume that
the attacker can choose the laser light wavelength (color). For
safety, we assume a maximum optical power of 150 mW for
the IR module.

Attack Scenarios. The attacker can place a laser module
beside an intersection, with line of sight to the traffic light,
to perform stealthy laser injections from up to 25 meters
away, as demonstrated in §IV-A. The attacker can perform
the attack under two main scenarios: (i) when the traffic light
is off (due to a malfunction or power outage) and (ii) when
the traffic light is on (functioning properly). The attacker can
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Fig. 3: Overview of variables and parameters of the laser
injection attack (top). Controlled experimental setup (bottom-
left) and the IR and visible laser modules (bottom-right).

perform visible light injections, such as the injection of a red
light source into the traffic light’s red light housing. They
can also perform stealthy injections using an IR laser module,
which emits light invisible to humans. As discussed in §II, a
colored lens is placed in front of the incandescent traffic light
bulbs to create a specific color. This colored lens property
limits the range of wavelengths the laser module can use for
injection. For example, the blue lens only allows green or blue
wavelength laser light to pass through. Likewise, the red and
yellow lenses allow laser light injection only using yellow and
red wavelength range light. In contrast, we observe that IR
laser light can be injected into lenses of any color. While IR
lasers facilitate stealthy injections, visible laser light gives the
attacker the capability to select injection colors based on the
intended target misclassification. In light of these findings, our
threat model explores both IR and visible light injections.

B. Attack Formulation

We formulate our attack as shown in Fig. 3. The attacker
considers the following attack parameters to exploit the vul-
nerability. (1) dat: the distance of the attacker’s laser module
from the traffic light, (2) dve: the vertical elevation of the laser
module with respect to the ground, (3) Pa: the optical power
of the laser beam, (4) D: the laser beam spot diameter at the
traffic light, (5) wa: the wavelength of the laser beam injection,
and (6) {R, Y,G}: the laser spot lens target. For target G, the
laser target is the green traffic light lens. Likewise, R indicates
a red lens target, and Y indicates a yellow lens target.

We also use the following two parameters related to the
victim CAV. (7) dvt: the distance of the victim CAV camera to
the traffic light, and (8) θvt: the angle between the CAV camera
and the traffic light. The attacker can select attack parameters
that maximize attack effectiveness and stealthiness based on
the desired goal, such as misclassifying a red status as green
or a green status as red.
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TABLE I: Classification results for three TLR models, using
IR, and visible laser injection at different spot locations when
the traffic light is off. : traffic light is off. : IR injection 1.

and : green and red visible laser light injections.

TLR Model

IR Laser Visible Laser
Spot Location Spot Location

G Y R G Y R

Apollo Green Red Red Green Yellow Red
Autoware Red-right Red Red Green Red Red

LISA Go Stop Stop-left Go Stop Stop

C. Methodology and Attack Feasibility
In this section, we investigate the feasibility of attacking

TLR models by exploiting the traffic light’s physical structure.
We consider two types of attack scenarios in our threat model:
(i) when the traffic light is off and (ii) when the traffic light
is on. When the traffic light is off, the attacker can inject a
laser light into any of the three light housings, denoted by
{R, Y,G}, using different laser light wavelengths. When the
traffic light is on, the attacker injects the laser light into the
remaining two light housings. For example, when the traffic
light status is green, the laser light can be injected at the R
or Y spot locations. Similarly, when the traffic light status is
red or yellow, the laser beam can be injected at the other two
spot locations. This creates six different attack variants. We
evaluate misclassification under all of these conditions, using
three different laser modules: two in the visible range (red and
green) and one in the IR range.

Experimental Setup. We perform an attack feasibility test
using a real-world incandescent light-based traffic light, as
shown in Fig. 2. We use three laser modules, two in the
visible range (532 nm green and 650 nm red lasers) [32],
and a 780 nm IR laser module from Civil Laser [33]. For the
feasibility evaluation, the traffic light is placed at 1 m above
the ground. The distance from the laser module to the traffic
light dat is set to 1 m, with the laser module placed in front
of the traffic light (dve = 1 m). The victim camera is placed at
a fixed distance dvt = 5 m with an orientation θvt = 10◦. This
experimental setup is used to replicate a real-world scenario in
which the traffic light is on the side of a road, and the victim
vehicle is located in the center of a standard 3 m wide lane.
The power of the laser modules Pa = 5 mW for visible laser
light (equivalent power to a laser pointer), and Pa = 150 mW
for the IR laser module (following the safety constraints). The
attack is evaluated in controlled indoor scenarios, with a room
ambient light level of 50 Lux. We use an automotive Leopard
camera with an OnSemi image sensor as the victim CAV’s
camera [34] as in previous work [9], [5].

Evaluation Models. We evaluate three popular TLR models:
Apollo [11], Autoware [10], and LISA [12]. Apollo uses a
CNN-based model for classifying traffic lights as Red, Green,
Yellow, and Black classes, where Black means the traffic light
is off. Autoware uses a MobileNet [35] architecture to classify
traffic lights into 11 different classes, including Red, Green,

TABLE II: Classification results of the TLR models under
IR laser light injection attack when the traffic light is on
(operational). : traffic light bulb can be on in that location. :
IR injection1. Bold texts indicate successful misclassification.

TLR Model Classification Results
w/o injection

Attack Spot Location
G Y R

Apollo
Green - Green Green
Yellow Black - Red

Red Green Red -

Autoware
Green - Red-Right Left-Red-Stg
Yellow Yellow - Yellow

Red Red Red -

LISA
Go - Stop Stop

Warning Go - Stop
Stop Go Go -

‘-’ indicates the attack is not applicable at that location.

Yellow, Red-Right, Left-Red-Straight, and Unknown (when the
traffic light is off). For the third TLR model, we train a CNN
model with an Inception-V3 architecture [36] on the LISA
dataset containing US traffic light images. We refer to this
model as LISA, which classifies a given traffic light into 7
classes, including Stop, Stop-Left, Warning, and Go.

Results and Observations. Table I shows the classification
results of the three TLR models when the traffic light is
off. For the IR laser injection at spot location Y , all three
models misclassify the traffic light status as red. An IR laser
injection at spot position G causes Apollo and LISA models to
misclassify the traffic light status as green. When injected at R,
Apollo and Autoware models misclassify the traffic light status
as red. Finally, when red laser light is injected at spot position
R, all three models misclassify the status as red. Likewise,
when green laser light is injected at spot position G, all three
models misclassify the status as green. Table II and Table III
list the classification results for the injection attack with the
traffic light on. These results show that misclassification of a
red status as green and a green status as red can be achieved in
Apollo using visible light injection. The same can be achieved
in LISA with IR laser light injection. Although the visible
laser can cause misclassification of Go as Stop, it cannot cause
misclassification of the Stop class in LISA. In the case of IR
laser light injection, Autoware misclassifies the Green class
as Red-Right and Left-Red-Straight classes, based on the spot
locations in Table II. Autoware does not misclassify yellow
and red status for IR laser injections. All three traffic light
status (green, yellow, and red) in Autoware can be misclassified
as Red-Right with visible laser light injections, as shown in
Table III.

IV. ATTACK CHARACTERIZATION AND EVALUATION

In this section, we characterize attack capabilities in terms
of minimum laser power, attacker location, and the beam
diameter required to pursue the attack. We also evaluate a
proof-of-concept moving CAV attack scenario.
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TABLE III: Classification results of the TLR models under
visible laser light injection attack when the traffic light is on
(operational). : traffic light bulb can be on in that location.
and : green and red visible laser light injections. Bold texts
indicate successful misclassification.

TLR Model Classification Results
w/o Injection Attack

Attack Spot Location
G Y R

Apollo
Green - Green Red
Yellow Yellow - Yellow

Red Green Red -

Autoware
Green - Red-Right Red-Right
Yellow Red-Right - Red

Red Red-Right Red -

LISA
Go - Stop Stop

Warning Go - Warning
Stop Stop Stop -

‘-’ represents that the attack is not applicable at that location.

A. Attack Characterization
For this study, we use the setup discussed in §III. We

consider a static scenario where the attacker attempts to cause
the most severe result possible, misclassifying green status to
red and red status to green, in line with the assumptions in
previous work [5]. Examples of successful misclassifications
using visible and invisible laser light are shown in Table IV
and Table V.

1) Minimum Optical Power: Our feasibility analysis shows
that visible light injections require a minimum laser power Pa

of 5 mW (the same power as commercial laser pointers used
in slide presentations). Thus, here, we measure the minimum
power required for the IR module.

Results. Our results for the indoor scenario show that a
minimum laser power of 50 mW is required to induce the
misclassification of green status in Autoware into Red-Right
and Red-Left-Straight classes, as shown in Table II. For LISA,
the Go class can be altered to Stop with Pa = 30 mW
at spot location R and 60 mW at Y , consistent with our
feasibility evaluation results in §III-C. A minimum power (Pa)
of 100 mW and 50 mW is required to cause misclassification
of a red status as green in Apollo and LISA, respectively.

2) Minimum Laser Beam Diameter: We first evaluate the
attack with baseline D = 1.5 cm for both IR and visible laser
lights. We use the same experimental setup described in §III
and a beam expander to increase the beam diameter D from 5
to 25 cm at 5 cm increments. Any further increment (D > 25)
results in a diameter bigger than the housing of the traffic light.

Results. For IR light, we observe Autoware misclassification
of the green status in all beam diameters (1.5–25.0 cm),
while LISA requires D ≤ 5 cm. We achieve red status
misclassification for all beam sizes (1.5–25.0 cm) in LISA,
D ≤ 5 cm in Apollo, and only D = 1.5 cm in Autoware. The
results indicate that Autoware and Apollo require relatively
focused IR laser beams (smaller beam diameters, D) to cause

TABLE IV: Classification results of the red status by TLR
models under IR and visible laser light injection on a real-
world traffic light. Bold texts indicate successful misclassifi-
cation attack results.

TLR
Model

No
Injection

IR Laser
Injection

Green Laser
Injection

Apollo Red Red Green Green
Autoware Red Red Red Red-Right

LISA Stop Go Go Stop

TABLE V: Classification results of the green status by TLR
models under IR and visible laser light injection on a real-
world traffic light. Bold texts indicate successful misclassifi-
cation attack results.

TLR
Model

No
Injection

IR Laser
Injection

Red Laser
Injection

Apollo Green Green Green Green Red
Autoware Green Red-right Left-red-stg Red-Right Red-Right

LISA Go Stop Stop Stop Stop
Note that the green light appears blue in cameras without the IR filter.

red status misclassification compared to LISA. Green visible
laser light injection causes misclassification of red status as
green, regardless of beam diameter, for all three TLR models.
Similarly, red visible laser light injection of all beam diameters
causes the misclassification of green status as red in all three
TLR models.

3) Attacker Position: We characterize the aiming angle,
the vertical elevation of the laser module, and the maximum
attacker distance to cause misclassification with our setup.

Aiming Angle: Using the experimental setup of §III-C, we
aim the laser light at the center of the traffic light’s colored
lens (aiming angle of the attacker = 0◦). We evaluate the
injection by varying the aiming angle up to 15◦ in left, right,
upward, and downward directions with respect to the center
of the colored lens. We observe misclassification in the three
TLR models for all four tested aiming angles. These results
indicate that the attack can be successful, regardless of the
aiming angle, as long as the laser light is injected into a colored
lens, illuminating the internal reflectors.

Vertical Elevation: We set dvt = 2 m, and the traffic
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light’s elevation to 1 m above the ground. We evaluate the
misclassification with the vertical elevation of the attacker laser
module, dve ranging from 0 (ground level) to 1 m (in front of
the traffic light) in 4 steps. Our results show that the injection
can induce targeted misclassification of all three TLR models
in the attack scenarios considered in §IV-A.

Maximum Attacker Distance: We evaluate the maximum
attacker distance by setting dvt = 10 m as in §III-C. We set
the laser beam diameters at D = 1.5 cm and laser power
to 150 and 5 mW for IR and visible lasers, respectively. We
evaluate the attack on LISA, which shows better performance
in classifying green and red status in our controlled scenario.
With our experimental setup, laser light injections from up to
25 m from the traffic light succeed in causing red and green
status misclassification. This shows that attackers can perform
long-range attacks using a simple setup.

Observations. The results indicate that the targeted misclas-
sifications listed in Table §II and Table §III, can be achieved
using visible laser light injection with Pa = 5 mW (the power
equivalent to a laser pointer for slide shows) and D ≤ 25 cm
or IR laser light injection with Pa = 100 mW and D = 1.5 cm.
The results also indicate that the injection can be successfully
performed at all the tested aiming angles (< ±15◦), up to 1
m vertical elevations, and with the laser located up to 25 m
distance from traffic lights on all three TLR models.

B. Evaluation on Dynamic Scenario
To study the effectiveness of the attack in a realistic setting,

we conduct a proof-of-concept evaluation in an indoor dynamic
scenario. For this experiment, we place the laser module 5 m
from the traffic light. We then record videos, from the victim
camera, moving towards the traffic light (along a straight line
to simulate a CAV approaching an intersection) from 20 m
to 5 m distances at an approximate speed of 2.6 km/h1. The
measured ambient room lighting is 110 Lux. We test red and
green status misclassification in the LISA TLR model using
the IR laser module with Pa = 150 mW. The attack is evaluated
using ASR, which measures the number of frames in which the
attack successfully causes misclassification in the TLR model.

Results. For red status misclassification, we set the spot
location of the IR module to G based on our feasibility test. For
this case, the attack achieves an 86% ASR for misclassifying
the red status to green. We then set the spot location to Y for
green status misclassification. Here, the attack achieves a 100%
ASR. While this is a proof-of-concept scenario, our results
indicate consistent attack effectiveness in dynamic scenarios.

V. DISCUSSION

The attack can cause red and green traffic status misclas-
sification using visible and IR lasers, posing a severe threat to
CAV driving frameworks.

We observe that in general, achieving the green status
misclassification requires less laser optical power and reduced
laser beam focusing (less laser beam convergence) compared
to reaching the red status misclassification. We also observe
that the tested TLR models might show different robustness to
either red or green status classification. For instance, our results

1The limited speed is due to safety and space constraints of our indoor
scenario.

in Table II and Table III show that red status classification
remains stable in Autoware during the malicious injection,
while we achieve green misclassification using both visible
and IR laser light injected to both yellow (Y) and red (R)
location. On the other hand, Apollo shows robustness for the
green status, with the only misclassification happening by
direct injection of red visible light in the red (R) location.
An attacker can estimate the convenient injection spot and
color to perform targeted misclassification by estimating the
classification robustness of the target TLR model.

Laser Safety. The experiments in this work were conducted
using appropriate eye and skin protection in controlled envi-
ronments. Note that we set our maximum laser output power
to 150 mW (class 3B laser) only for the IR emitter [37].

Potential Mitigations. Our proposed attack injects laser light
into the traffic light housing. If the traffic light is already
on, two lights might appear simultaneously in the captured
images. This is unusual in real-world scenarios and can be
used to detect invisible injection attacks. Another potential
mitigation technique for IR injection attacks is the detection
of anomalous patterns created by IR light. IR laser spots show
unique features and texture due to the radiance [38], [9],
[39]. A detection technique can be designed to leverage these
unusual IR patterns in the captured images to help mitigate the
attack.

Limitations and Future Work. Our setup is limited to
controlled indoor scenarios and limited speed to meet safety
requirements. While we evaluate the attack in indoor lighting
conditions (up to 110 lux), linearly higher laser powers might
be required to achieve traffic light misclassification outdoors
or under high levels of illuminance. Further investigations are
needed to evaluate the attack performance, under such condi-
tions. Furthermore, outdoor scenarios are more challenging due
to diverse environments and dynamic movement conditions.
We leave the outdoor evaluation as future work. Another
constraint in performing the injection from far distances is
aiming the invisible IR laser at the target spot in the traffic
light. However, the attacker can use a proxy visible laser or a
camera susceptible to IR light to help aim the laser.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, we explore a new attack vector by demon-
strating how internal reflectors of traffic lights can be leveraged
to attack industry-grade and state-of-the-art TLR models. We
demonstrate that traffic light status misclassification can be
achieved using non-sophisticated equipment, such as a laser
pointer and an IR laser light with optical power ≤ 150 mW
more than 25 meters away from the traffic light. Our evalua-
tions in controlled scenarios show the practicality of the attack
in low-speed vehicle scenarios reaching up to a 100% attack
success rate. Such results show the high risk of compromising
CAV safety using existing road infrastructure.
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